Equine Laundry
Applications and expertise

Commercial Laundry
for Equestrian Use

Essential Garments
A clean environment is a necessity for a
healthy stable. This includes regular hygienic
cleaning of equine laundry. However, due to
the nature of these specialized garments, their
specific cleaning requirements, and the overall
high volume, cleaning is often performed
ineffectively in residential washers or
inconveniently by outside cleaning services.

Unique Requirements
Since they are in direct contact with the
horses, blankets and saddle pads need
regular cleaning. Without regular cleaning, they
become encrusted with dust, dirt, and debris.
In time, this will cause blankets to become
hard and unhygienic, greatly reducing the
garment’s longevity and encouraging the
growth of fungal skin conditions.

Caring for horses requires a great deal of
time in any equestrian establishment, from
riding schools and clubs to holiday trekking
companies, racing, and retirement stables.

This soiling not only impairs functionality but
also increases the risk of dermatomycosis,
often leading to alopecia or even weeping
wounds. Warm and damp areas on the body
offer ideal growth conditions for fungal spores.
Mycosis is also contagious and can be transmitted to other animal species and to humans.

To help you with these cleaning requirements,
Miele Professional introduces its line of
commercial cleaning systems. With the
largest system capable of washing three
winter blankets in a single load, Miele has
solutions for your specific stable’s needs.

Professional Cleaning Solutions
Many stables currently turn to residential
washing machines for cleaning equine
laundry. The three largest challenges they
face are small capacity, short machine life,
and poor cleaning.

Miele Professional laundry machines feature
world-renowned cleaning results, superior
commercial capacities, and quick wash
cycles. They are built for years of care-free
service, ensuring that your stable has clean,
hygienic gear for years to come.

Others will turn to the local laundromat,
hoping that their large commercial machines
will be able to do the job. Unfortunately,
unlike Professional systems, these machines
are typically not suited to properly clean and
care for horse blankets and saddle pads.
Plus, most laundromats expressly prohibit
the use of their machines for so rugged a task.

Miele: A Trusted Partner
For over 100 years, Miele has evolved laundry
care technology, reliability, and economy.
Through its wide range of products, Miele
has the flexibility to serve a diverse array
of protective equipment. Contact Miele
Professional today to discuss your specific
needs, and let us provide you with an
economical, professional solution for your
laundry needs.

Outside cleaning services are available, but
these can be costly and time-consuming,
leaving stables without gear for extended
periods of time.

Approximate Laundry Pieces Per Load
Washer & Dryer

Washable Items

Model

Drum Capacity
(in pounds)

Saddle Pads

Summer Blankets

Winter Blankets

PW 6101 & PT 7251

23

7

2

1

PW 6131 & PT 7331

30

9-10

2-3

1-2

PW 6161 & PT 7401

36

11-12

2-3

1-2

PW 6201 & PT 7501

45

12-13

3

2

PW 6241 & T 6551

54

15

3-4

2-3

PW 6321 & T 6751

70

18

4

3

Number of washable items noted above is estimated by category group (i.e. saddle pads, summer blankets, & winter blankets), not collectively.
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